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This new, long awaited study, is the first and defining volume in which

Roy Bhaskar, originator of the increasingly influential, interdisciplinary

and international philosophy of critical realism, systematically

presents and expounds the principles of his new philosophy of

meta-Reality, a philosophy which is already the subject of worldwide

attention and debate.<p></p>Building on a radically new analysis of

the self, human agency and society, Roy Bhaskar shows how the

world of alienation and crisis we currently inhabit is sustained by the

ground-state qualities of intelligence, creativity, love, a capacity for

right-action and a potential for human self-realisation or fulfilment. He

then demonstrates how transcendence and non-duality are necessary

and ubiquitous features of all social interaction and human agency;

and how these and connected features of human being and activity

sustain the totality of the structures of the world of duality and

oppression in which we live. Moreover, meta-Reality argues that any

objective an agent chooses in life will ultimately set him or her on a

process or dialectic to self-realisation, entailing a commitment to

universal self-realisation; and it shows how these goals or ideals are

explicit or implicit in all emancipatory projects, of whatever political,

social or religious declension. Furthermore they all imply the same

principles of clarity and commitment to social transformation (on all

the planes of social being), which Roy Bhaskar articulates here. In a

very real sense he demonstrates how these principles, for the first

time clearly elaborated here in meta-Reality, are indeed the

culmination of all traditions of thought and practice oriented to human

well-being, emancipation or flourishing<p></p>.
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About the author (2002)

Bhaskar is the originator of the philosophy of critical realism.
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